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 ."Francesca Tolot may be the most extraordinary make-up artist of our period . The pictures in this reserve
speak volumes about the intimacy of the camcorder and the willingness of 1 girl to show all the many,
exciting parts of herself. ." —Beyoncé KnowlesMakeup artist Francesca Tolot has worked with Hollywood's
top stars (including Elizabeth Taylor) and for all the major magazines.Includes a foreword by Beyoncé One
Female, 100 Faces celebrates the unique collaboration between Martin, Francesca, and photographer Alberto
Tolot. In breathtaking images, it captures both Francesca's amazing artistry and Martin's stunning
transformations through the years. Knowles!by turns innocent, graceful, feminine, natural, sexual, and
mysterious—Mitzi's appearance morphs completely, even magically, with every turn of the page.   But for 20
years she has had a special romantic relationship with one model: the exquisite, chameleon-like Mitzi
Martin. Embodying and intimately interpreting 100 different forms, moods, and identities—
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Must have if you are a makeup artist Great imagery. But if you want a beautiful hardcover to place out for
company which has a beautiful aesthetic and tells the globe a little about what you're into (make-up, in this
instance), then that is for you. It really shows you how great make up paired with great lighting and
photography can make a compelling image. The coffee table publication or a great book for a make up
studio. First, understand this isn't a how-to. Not that type of book. Aesthetically, it includes a lot to offer
artists, photographers, and folks who want to push past preconditioned principles of female beauty and
power. Makeup Artist Must Sunning picture taking, seriously creative design Four Stars This book is full of
beautiful pictures and incredibly inspirational looks. make up Features 100 photos of one woman in different
looks so that she appears different. Truly, a masterpiece of design! A Masterpiece of design! Enjoy! This
book is on my coffee table right this minute! When I found this book, I knew I had to get it, let me tell you it
doesn't disappoint! Exactly like Francesca Tolot, I was a tomboy and really didn't value make up, however
now I'm in my past due 40's, I'm quite definitely interested in constitute. A Gallery of Glam. Just Beautiful!
great photography, makeup, styling very nice book and interesting project Inspirational Every page enables
you to visualize your own creative potential. Highly recommended. The goal is to highlight the ultimate
look, not the procedure behind it. If you like make up and great picture taking this is actually the book for
you. The delicate nuances that make a difference in an image are simple, yet eye-opening. Took several days
to get but worth waiting for. Get the creatve mind jumping. This book displays how you can take one girl,
great photography and one of the best make up artist and she may become whatever she wants. . . Gave this
to an actress/model friend of mine and it has become one of her favorite books. Usually do not buy if you're
wanting to learn how to do a few of her constitute techniques. This is more like a skill gallery for
Francesca's exclusive makeup looks. It's actually a skill book. It's not really a study of layering and color and
technique. It was worth every penny. But, if you are a fan of make-up experts as performers and are looking
to draw inspiration from some exclusive and fresh makeup designs, this book is an excellent choice. The one
thing I'd be aware is that this could work well as a coffee table book. If you are looking to it solely for
inspiration, that you can do just as well on Pinterest or Youtube. It is possible to Google Image Search all of
Van Gogh's function. Francesca is one of my favorite makeup artists therefore to find this collection get
together through the years in her career is amazing. Five Stars Beautiful book, gorgeous pictures! This book
is exquisite in idea and execution. Taken over a couple of years. Some bare epidermis. Insightful.
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